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'Christopher Hall's book is the best new introduction to
linguistics that I have seen in decades. It is engagingly
written without talking down to the reader and it covers
all the subparts of the field in a comprehensive and evenhanded manner. I plan to use it the next time that I teach
an introductory course at Washington.' Professor
Frederick J. Newmeyer, University of Washington 'With
apt examples from novels and newspapers, courtroom
trials and telephone conversations, the lowly and the
mighty, his book repeatedly startles as it casts light on
language. This is a bright, humorous, and completely
accessible tour of 21st-century linguistics.' Professor
Edward Finegan, University of Southern California This
book introduces the fundamentals of human language
from a linguistic point of view, using examples drawn
from everyday life to aid comprehension, and
encouraging critical thinking throughout. Besides
presenting the fundamental building blocks of language
and explaining how these function, the book also
introduces other key elements of the discipline of
linguistics, including language acquisition, applied
linguistics, psycholinguistics and discourse analysis.
Packed full of examples, this is the ideal introduction to
language for those who are interested in studying
linguistics, have already started a course, or just want to
study at home.
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Word grammar is a theory of language structure and is
based on the assumption that language, and indeed the
whole of knowledge, is a network, and that virtually all of
knowledge is learned. It combines the psychological
insights of cognitive linguistics with the rigour of more
formal theories. This textbook spans a broad range of
topics from prototypes, activation and default inheritance
to the details of syntactic, morphological and semantic
structure. It introduces elementary ideas from cognitive
science and uses them to explain the structure of
language including a survey of English grammar.
I-Language introduces the uninitiated to linguistics as
cognitive science. In an engaging, down-to-earth style
Daniela Isac and Charles Reiss give a crystal-clear
demonstration of the application of the scientific method
in linguistic theory. Their presentation of the research
programme inspired and led by Noam Chomsky shows
how the focus of theory and research in linguistics
shifted from treating language as a disembodied, humanexternal entity to cognitive biolinguistics - the study of
language as a human cognitive system embedded within
the mind/brain of each individual. The recurring theme of
equivalence classes in linguistic computation ties
together the presentation of material from phonology,
morphology, syntax, and semantics. The same theme is
used to help students understand the place of linguistics
in the broader context of the cognitive sciences, by
drawing on examples from vision, audition, and even
animal cognition. This textbook is unique in its integration
of empirical issues of linguistic analysis, engagement
with philosophical questions that arise in the study of
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language, and treatment of the history of the field. Topics
ranging from allophony to reduplication, ergativity, and
negative polarity are invoked to show the implications of
findings in cognitive biolinguistics for philosophical issues
like reference, the mind-body problem, and naturenurture debates. This textbook contains numerous
exercises and guides for further reading as well as ideas
for student projects. A companion website with guidance
for instructors and answers to the exercises features a
series of pdf slide presentations to accompany the
teaching of each topic.
The latest edition of a popular introductory linguistics
text, now including a section on computational linguistics,
new non-English examples, quizzes for each chapter,
and additional special topics. This popular introductory
linguistics text is unique for its integration of themes.
Rather than treat morphology, phonetics, phonology,
syntax, and semantics as completely separate fields, the
book shows how they interact. The authors provide a
sound introduction to linguistic methodology, focusing on
a set of linguistic concepts that are among the most
fundamental within the field. By studying the topics in
detail, students can get a feeling for how work in different
areas of linguistics is done. As in the last edition, part I
covers the structural and interpretive parts of
language—morphology, phonetics, phonology, syntax,
semantics, variation, and change. Part II covers use and
context of language and includes chapters on
pragmatics, psychology of language, language
acquisition, and language and the brain. This seventh
edition has been extensively revised and updated; new
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material includes a chapter on computational linguistics
(available in digital form and updated regularly to reflect
the latest research in a rapidly developing field), more
non-English examples, and a wide range of exercises,
quizzes, and special topics. The seventh edition of
Linguistics includes access to a new, web-based
eCourse and enhanced eTextbook. The content from the
former print supplement A Linguistics Workbook is now
available in this online eCourse as interactive exercises.
The eCourse is available via the Rent eTextbook link at
http://mitpress.mit.edu/linguistics7, and may be used on
its own for self-study or integrated with instructor-led
learning management systems. The eCourse is a
comprehensive, web-based eLearning solution. There is
nothing to download or install; it is accessible through
any modern web browser and most mobile devices. It
features a singular new tool for building syntax trees, an
IPA keyboard, a combination of auto-graded and essay
questions, and classroom management tools. The
enhanced eTextbook includes videos and flashcards and
allows bookmarking, note-taking, highlighting, and
annotation sharing. Access to the eCourse is free with
the purchase of a new textbook or e-book. New print
copies of this book include a card affixed to the inside
back cover with a unique access code for the eTextbook.
If you purchased an e-book, you may obtain a unique
access code by emailing digitalproducts-cs@mit.edu or
calling 617-253-2889 or 800-207-8354 (toll-free in the
U.S. and Canada). If you have a used copy of this book,
you may purchase a digitally delivered access code
separately via the Rent eTextbook link at
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http://mitpress.mit.edu/linguistics7.
An Introduction to Applied Linguistics, Second Edition
provides a complete, authoritative and up-to-date
overview of the state of the field. Each of the 15 chapters
offers an extended survey of a central element of Applied
Linguistics and is co-authored by two leading
international specialists, thus ensuring a full and
balanced treatment of the topic covered. The book is
divided into three sections: a description of language and
language use; essential areas of enquiry; and the four
skills and testing. An Introductory chapter familiarises
readers with key issues and recurrent themes whilst
hands-on activities and further reading sections for each
chapter encourage practical analysis and wider reading.
For this new edition, each chapter has been fully revised
in line with new research and thinking in Applied
Linguistics. With its accessible style, broad coverage and
practical focus, this book is ideal for students of applied
linguistics, TESOL, and second language pedagogy as
well as practicing teachers and researchers wishing to
update their knowledge.
Since its inception, Language Files has become one of
the most widely adopted, consulted, and authoritative
introductory textbooks to linguistics ever written. The
scope of the text makes it suitable for use in a wide
range of courses, while its unique organization into
student-friendly, self-contained sections allows for
tremendous flexibility in course design. The eleventh
edition has been revised, clarified, and updated in many
places. Additional readings have been added to all
sections, and the number of cross-references between
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chapters has been increased. In many areas throughout
the text and exercises, there are references to websites
and online resources. In addition, the accompanying
Language Files webpage has links to all these sites as
well as to many other websites related to language and
linguistics that instructors and students may find
interesting. --Publisher description.
This introductory textbook provides readers with a
foundation in methods for analysing and understanding
language from various theoretical perspectives within
linguistics and language studies. Its novel approach
introduces systemic functional linguistics, text and
discourse analysis, and formal approaches to linguistics.
It demonstrates applications of these approaches to
reveal how we use language in society, how our brains
process language, and how we learn language. Topics
include phonetics, phonology, conversation analysis,
morphology, semantics, functional and formal syntax,
text linguistics, genre analysis, evaluative lexis in text,
multimodal representations of meaning, language
change and variation, animals and language, the brain
and language, and first and second language
development/acquisition. The main language focused on
is English, while other languages are also drawn on to
illustrate the principles, models and theories. Learning
outcomes, exercises (with answer key), ideas for project
work, and questions for reflection are provided
throughout. A final chapter gathers explanations of
various fields of practice within linguistics, written by
linguists from around the world, including David Crystal
(Clinical Linguistics), Frances Christie (Educational
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Linguistics), and Malcolm Coulthard (Forensic
Linguistics). An Introduction to Linguistics and Language
Studies offers an array of analytical tools for
undergraduate students of language, communication,
and education, and provides an overview of the field for
those interested in further study in linguistics and applied
language studies. Readers will come away with a
heightened sensitivity to and appreciation of their own
and other's use of language for creating meaning and for
interaction.
An Introduction to Language offers an engaging guide
tothe nature of language, focusing on how language
works – itssounds, words, structures, and phrases – all
investigatedthrough wide-ranging examples from Old
English to contemporary popculture. Explores the idea of
a scientific approach to language,inviting students to
consider what qualities of language compriseeveryday
skills for us, be they sounds, words, phrases,
orconversation Helps shape our understanding of what
language is, howit works, and why it is both elegantly
complex and essentialto who we are Includes exercises
within each chapter to help readers explorekey concepts
and directly observe the patterns that are part of
allhuman language Examines linguistic variation and
change to illustrate socialnuances and language-in-use,
drawing primarily on examples fromEnglish Avoids
linguistic jargon, focusing instead on a broader andmore
general approach to the study of language, and making it
idealfor those coming to the subject for the first time
Supported by additional web resources – available
uponpublication at ahref="http://www.wiley.com/go/haze
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n/introlanguage"www.wiley.com/go/hazen/introlanguage/
a– including student study aids and testbank and notes
forinstructors
"An Introduction to Language" helps shape readers'
understanding of what language "is," how it "works," and why
it is both elegantly complex and yet essential to who we are.
Presenting a scientific approach to language-in-use investigated through wide-ranging examples from Old English
to contemporary pop culture - it invites students to consider
what qualities of language comprise everyday communication
skills, be they sounds, words, phrases, or conversation.
Providing an introductory tour of language variation, Hazen
deconstructs the idea of 'right' and 'wrong' English, and
explores the narrow interpretations society places on
language. Each chapter features exercises that help students
engage with key concepts and directly observe the patterns
that are part of all human language, its social nuances, and
inherent variation. Ideal for those coming to the subject for
the first time, "An Introduction to Language" offers an
engaging tour through the rich texture of language, and the
ways in which we use and understand it today.
This accessible textbook offers balanced and uniformly
excellent coverage of modern linguistics.
Language Files: Materials for an Introduction to Language
and Linguistics has become one of the most widely adopted,
consulted, and authoritative introductory textbooks to
linguistics ever written. The scope of the text makes it suitable
for use in a wide range of courses, while its unique
organization into student-friendly, self-contained sections
allows for tremendous flexibility in course design. The twelfth
edition has been significantly revised, clarified, and updated
throughout--with particular attention to the chapters on
phonetics, phonology, pragmatics, and especially
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psycholinguistics. The restructured chapter on
psycholinguistics makes use of recent research on language
in the brain and includes expanded coverage of language
processing disorders, introducing students to current models
of speech perception and production and cutting-edge
research techniques. In addition, exercises have been
updated, and icons have been added to the text margins
throughout the book, pointing instructors and students to
useful and engaging audio files, videos, and other online
resources on the accompanying Language Files website,
which has also been significantly expanded.
For the Love of Language: An Introduction to Linguistics is an
engaging introduction to human language and the role of
linguistics in understanding its fundamental design,
acquisition and functions. Replete with case studies and
examples from Australia, New Zealand and around the world,
this text offers a thorough introduction to core topics,
including the structure and meaning of words, the systems
that organise language, strategies for learning about
language, the evolution of language and the function of
language as a complex social resource. The second edition
includes extensive new content across the entire text,
including the areas of orthography, syntax, corpus linguistics,
language acquisition and multilingualism. Each topic is
accompanied by a wide array of pedagogical resources
designed to consolidate student understanding, including
examples and exercises. Each chapter ends with a research
project, providing readers with an opportunity to build on
fundamental skills and engage more thoroughly with each
topic.
A fully revised introduction to language in use, containing indepth language profiles, case studies, and online multimedia
resources.
This volume shows how the language system works in order
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to cultivate a correct attitude towards language, and to
familiarize readers with the science of linguistics and issues
related to it. All linguistic phenomena discussed here are
accompanied by examples to allow the reader to understand
how they are embedded in real linguistic contexts. The book
discusses linguistic issues scientifically by considering
findings from research studies.
This accessible textbook is the only introduction to linguistics
in which each chapter is written by an expert who teaches
courses on that topic, ensuring balanced and uniformly
excellent coverage of the full range of modern linguistics.
Assuming no prior knowledge the text offers a clear
introduction to the traditional topics of structural linguistics
(theories of sound, form, meaning, and language change),
and in addition provides full coverage of contextual linguistics,
including separate chapters on discourse, dialect variation,
language and culture, and the politics of language. There are
also up-to-date separate chapters on language and the brain,
computational linguistics, writing, child language acquisition,
and second-language learning. The breadth of the textbook
makes it ideal for introductory courses on language and
linguistics offered by departments of English, sociology,
anthropology, and communications, as well as by linguistics
departments.
This is a classic book on a fascinating subject. Peter Trudgill
examines the close link between language and society and
the many factors that influence the way we speak. These
range from gender, environment, age, race, class, region and
politics. Trudgill's book surveys languages and societies from
all over the world drawing on examples from Afrikaans to
Yiddish. He has added a fascinating chapter on the
development of a language as a result of a non-native
speaker's use of it. Compelling and authoritative, this new
edition of a bestselling book is set to redraw the boundaries
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of the study of sociolinguistics.

Now in its third edition, John Olsson's practical
introduction to forensic linguistics is required reading
for students of language and the law. This third
edition has been revised, expanded and updated
throughout, and includes new chapters on identifying
forensic texts and important interactional aspects of
the language used in legal contexts. There is also a
substantial chapter on forensic phonetics by Harry
Hollien, a world renowned forensic phonetician. The
book includes an appendix of forensic texts for
student study, and even more exercises and
suggestions for further reading. This practical
introduction to forensic linguistics is based on
Olsson's extensive experience as a practising
forensic linguist and as lecturer on dozens of
courses worldwide. Olsson's work has been
successfully combined with Luchjenbroers' research
into the language used to and by criminals,
witnesses and legal professionals, to become
essential reading for students, and researchers
encountering this branch of applied linguistics for the
first time.
Forensic Linguistics is an introduction to the
fascinating interface between language and the law.
Provides an integrated and fully theorized
understanding of language and law issues. Contains
many helpful examples from genuine legal contexts
and texts. Discusses linguistic sources of
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disadvantage before the law, particularly for ethnic
minorities, children and abused women.
Overview of the interface of language and the law,
illustrated with authentic data and contemporary
case studies. Topics include collection of evidence,
discourse, courtroom interaction, legal language,
comprehension and forensic phonetics.
Provides a linguistic foundation for students of all
majors Assisted by numerous pedagogical aids, A
Concise Introduction to Linguistics, 4/e explains all
concepts in a systematic way making complex
linguistic topics as easy to learn as possible. This
introductory title covers the core topics of linguistics,
providing the information and concepts that will allow
students to understand more detailed and advanced
treatments of linguistics. This student-friendly and
well-balanced overview of the field of introductory
linguistics pays special attention to linguistic
anthropology and reveals the main contributions of
linguistics to the study of human communication and
how issues of culture are relevant. Its workbook
format contains well-constructed exercises in every
chapter that allow students to practice key concepts.
LINGUISTICS FOR EVERYONE: AN
INTRODUCTION, Second Edition, will capture the
interest of all students, regardless of major, and offer
them a thorough, engaging introduction to the
science of language. To achieve this goal, the
authors devised a unique arrangement of chapters
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that distinguishes this book from conventional
introductory linguistics textbooks. Without sacrificing
rigor, the authors focus on larger themes rather than
on technical details or formal analysis. The book
opens with a strong introductory chapter addressing
basics such as how to define language, prescriptive
versus descriptive grammar, differences between the
human language system and other animal
communication systems, and so on. The second
chapter, devoted to language, mind, and brain,
addresses both psycholinguistic and neurolinguistic
evidence for humans' innate capacity for language.
To address core linguistics areas in depth, there are
two chapters each on phonetics and phonology,
morphology, syntax, and semantics. Throughout the
text, special features relate the study of linguistics to
the language we use in the real world and every
chapter includes innovative and varied activities that
review and practice the content and offer your
students many opportunities to apply the knowledge
in their own lives. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Third Australian edition of Fromkin and Rodman's
US text modified and extended for interdisciplinary
Australian use. Topics include the nature of
language, grammatical, social and biological
aspects, language in the computer age, and
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Aboriginal English, pidgins and creoles. Each
chapter includes a summary, exercises, references
and further reading. With glossary and index. Blair is
head of the school of English, linguistics and media
at Macquarie University, and Collins teaches English
at the University of New South Wales.
In this best-selling introductory textbook, Janet
Holmes and Nick Wilson examine the role of
language in a variety of social contexts, considering
both how language works and how it can be used to
signal and interpret various aspects of social identity.
Divided into three sections, this book explains basic
sociolinguistic concepts in the light of classic
approaches as well as introducing more recent
research. This fifth edition has been revised and
updated throughout using key concepts and
examples to guide the reader through this
fascinating area, including: a new chapter on identity
that reflects the latest research; a brand new
companion website which is fully cross-referenced
within this book, and which includes and video and
audio materials, interactive activities and links to
useful websites; updated and revised examples and
exercises which include new material from Tanzania,
Wales, Paraguay and Timor-Leste; fully updated
further reading and references sections. An
Introduction to Sociolinguistics is the essential
introductory text for all students of sociolinguistics
and a splendid point of reference for students of
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English language studies, linguistics and applied
linguistics.
This 1981 book is a general introduction to linguistics
and the study of language, intended particularly for
beginning students and readers with no previous
knowledge or training in the subject. There is first a
general account of the nature of language and of the
aims, methods and basic principles of linguistic
theory. John Lyons then introduces in turn each of
the main sub-fields of linguistics: the sounds of
language, grammar, semantics, language change,
psycholinguistics: the sounds of language, grammar,
semantics, language change, psycholinguistics,
language and culture. Throughout the book he
emphasizes particularly those aspects of the
discipline that seem fundamental and most likely to
remain important. He stresses throughout the
cultural at least as much as the biological context of
human language, and shows how the linguist's
concerns connect productively with those of the
traditional humanities and the social sciences. Each
chapter has a wide-ranging set of discussion
questions and revision exercises, and extensive
suggestions for further reading. The exposition is
marked throughout by the author's characteristic
clarity, balance and authority.
Language in the Real World challenges traditional
approaches to linguistics to provide an innovative
introduction to the subject. By first examining the real
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world applications of core areas of linguistics and then
addressing the theory behind these applications, this text
offers an inductive, illustrative, and interactive overview
for students. Key areas covered include animal
communication, phonology, language variation, gender
and power, lexicography, translation, forensic linguistics,
language acquisition, ASL, and language disorders.
Each chapter, written by an expert in the field, is
introduced by boxed notes listing the key points covered
and features an author’s note to readers that situates
the chapter in its real world context. Activities and
pointers for further study and reading are also integrated
into the chapters and an end of text glossary is provided
to aid study. Professors and students will benefit from
the interactive Companion Website that includes a
student section featuring comments and hints on the
chapter exercises within the book, a series of flash cards
to test knowledge and further reading and links to key
resources. Material for professors includes essay and
multiple choice questions based on each chapter and
additional general discussion topics. Language in the
Real World shows that linguistics can be appreciated,
studied, and enjoyed by actively engaging real world
applications of linguistic knowledge and principles and
will be essential reading for students with an interest in
language. Visit the Companion Website at
www.routledge.com/textbooks/languagerealworld
Linguistics: An Introduction to Linguistic Theory is a
textbook, written for introductory courses in linguistic
theory for undergraduate linguistics majors and first-year
graduate students, by twelve major figures in the field,
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each bringing their expertise to one of the core areas of
the field - morphology, syntax, semantics, phonetics,
phonology, and language acquisition. In each section the
book is concerned with discussing the underlying
principles common to all languages, showing how these
are revealed in language acquisition and in the specific
grammars of the world's languages.
Assuming no prior knowledge of linguistics, AN
INTRODUCTION TO LANGUAGE, Tenth Edition, is
appropriate for a variety of fields--including education,
languages, psychology, cognitive science, anthropology,
English, and teaching English as a Second Language
(TESL)--at both the undergraduate and graduate levels.
This completely updated edition retains the clear
descriptions, humor, and seamless pedagogy that have
made the book a perennial best-seller, while adding new
information and exercises that render each topic fresh,
engaging, and current. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
The latest edition of a popular introductory text, including
a section on computational linguistics, new non-English
examples, quizzes for each chapter, and additional
special topics. With this edition, Linguistics and content
formerly included in A Linguistics Workbook are available
as an interactive online textbook. Access codes are
required for the interactive eTextbook. New print copies
of this book include a card affixed to the inside back
cover with a unique access code. If you purchased a
used copy of this book, this is a separately purchased
printed access card.
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An introduction to fundamental concepts in the study of
language, this text seeks to develop ideas in arguments
in enough detail and depth so that the reader can gain a
felling for how they work and for their multiple interconnections. It treats theoretical linguistics, socio-cultural
concerns, and the study of discourse as each integral
parts of a larger unified linguistics. For linguists and all
those interested in the study of language.
The use of large, computerized bodies of text for
linguistic analysis and description has emerged in recent
years as one of the most significant and rapidlydeveloping fields of activity in the study of language. This
book provides a comprehensive introduction and guide
to Corpus Linguistics. All aspects of the field are
explored, from the various types of electronic corpora
that are available to instructions on how to design and
compile a corpus. Graeme Kennedy surveys the
development of corpora for use in linguistic research,
looking back to the pre-electronic age as well as to the
massive growth of computer corpora in the electronic
age.
An Introduction to Language and LinguisticsCambridge
University Press
Language is a sophisticated tool which we use to
communicate in a multitude of ways. Updated and
expanded in its second edition, this book introduces
language and linguistics - presenting language in all its
amazing complexity while systematically guiding you
through the basics. The reader will emerge with an
appreciation of the diversity of the world's languages, as
well as a deeper understanding of the structure of human
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language, the ways it is used, and its broader social and
cultural context. Part I is devoted to the nuts and bolts of
language study - speech sounds, sound patterns,
sentence structure, and meaning - and includes chapters
dedicated to the functional aspects of language:
discourse, prosody, pragmatics, and language contact.
The fourteen language profiles included in Part II reveal
the world's linguistic variety while expanding on the
similarities and differences between languages. Using
knowledge gained from Part I, the reader can explore
how language functions when speakers use it in daily
interaction. With a step-by-step approach that is
reinforced with well-chosen illustrations, case studies,
and study questions, readers will gain understanding and
analytical skills that will only enrich their ongoing study of
language and linguistics.

Linguistics: an introduction to language and
communication.
This is an introduction to linguistics, the study of
human language. The author provides a succinct but
lucid outline of the ways in which language has been
defined, described, and explored, and guides
readers towards further exploration of their own.
Linguistics is a fresh and contemporary introductory
textbook for all students of linguistics and language
studies. Firmly based around taught courses and
catering to student needs, it addresses all the topics
that a student will need in their initial and subsequent
study of language. With key terms, further reading,
questions at the end of each chapter, exercises and
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key paragraphs in stand-out boxes, this is a firmly
pedagogic text that takes difficult concepts and
explains them in an easy to understand way, with
examples taken from a range of languages across
the world. Global in its scope and comprehensive in
its coverage, this is the textbook of choice for
linguistics students.
What is the nature of human language? How did it
originate? How did it come to be so diverse and what
are the connections between the thousands of global
languages? How do we learn language? Stories of
Linguistics explores the people, ideas and events
that have shaped linguistic thought and research for
more than two thousand years.
A 1981 introduction to linguistics and the study of
language, for beginning students and readers with
no previous knowledge or training in the subject.
This is the new edition of Linguistics: An
Introduction. It is a bestselling introductory textbook
for all students of linguistics and language studies.
This reworked edition features: -new chapters on
sign languages, writing, and text and discourse
-coverage of writing in electronic media -revised and
updated chapters on languages of the world and
psycholinguistics Firmly based around taught
courses and catering to student needs, it addresses
all the topics that a student will need in their study of
language. With key terms, further reading, questions
at the end of each chapter, exercises and key
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paragraphs in stand-out boxes, this is a firmly
pedagogic text that takes difficult concepts and
explains them in an easy to understand way. It
features examples taken from a range of languages
across the world. Global in its scope and
comprehensive in its coverage, this is the textbook of
choice for linguistics students. The book comes with
a large Companion Website, also extensively revised
and expanded. For lecturers and instructors, a
comprehensive Answer Book is also available to go
along with the questions throughout the chapters.
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